#ACUPKILLER CHECKLIST

55 Illustrated disposable coffee cups
31 Blank disposable coffee cups
3 Posters (42” x 45”)
1 Mini Poster (42” x 30”)
1 Cup Collection Cardboard Bin
~20 Gallon Trash bags (in bin)

2 Small Thermos
1 Utah Mug
1 Leather Coffee Cozy
1 U Refill Thermos
4 Labels For All Reusables

4 glass shelves
2 display boxes
EXHIBIT LAYOUT

Panel 1
Glass shelving 6” from top with a row of blank cups. Info Poster stapled to back wall of display case. Coffee top, cup, cozy pieces adhered to poster.

Panel 2
Glass shelving 5” from bottom. Mini poster folded & hanging from shelf. Wall of illustrated cups on shelf adhered to each other with tape/fishing line.

Panel 3
Glass shelving 6” from top with a row of illustrated cups. Problem Poster stapled to back wall of display case.

Panel 4
Glass shelving 5” from bottom with reusable cups on top. Solution Poster stapled to back wall.

objects in each panel

Info Poster
Coffee Cup, In Parts
12 Blank Coffee Cups
1 Glass Shelf

Mini Poster #ACUPKILLER
50 Illustrated Coffee Cups
12 Blank Coffee Cups
1 Glass Shelf

Problem Poster
5 Illustrated Coffee Cups
Examples variety of Cups
Cold Coffee Cup
Straws
1 Glass Shelf

Solution Poster
2 Small Metal Thermos
Utah Mug
Leather Coffee Cozy
U Refill Thermos
4 Labels For Reusables
1 Glass Shelf
2 Display Boxes

Collection Bin 5
Placed beside display cases, the bin will have a garbage bag in it at all times. It will be checked weekly for contamination & fullness.

Cardboard Bin
Trashbags